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the universe
experienced a period of Inflation

It recently began accelerating

which works if most of 
the matter is Dark.

because of Dark Energy

which left it nearly flat and uniform

but with tiny ripples
that later seeded galaxies



Expansion

QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

From Chandra website



The universe is expanding

Edwin Hubble 1889-1953



peter



Consequences of expansion

The universe was denser

which means hotter

which means high energy collisions

then atoms…
then nuclei…

which destroy galaxies

and stars



Looking deep into space
=

looking back in time

Is it possible to see?



Us in the center

http://hubblesite.org/



http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/

How far back can we see?
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The map

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/



Evolution of the map

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/



Universe, baby album, page 1:
( 400,000 years of age)

Contains imprints of what happened before and after

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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The data, the best fit model and a competitor model that’s ruled out.
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Predictions of Inflation

1. Nearly uniform density

2. Flat space-time

3. “Adiabatic”, scale-invariant ripples

4. Gravitational wave background



QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

the tiny ripples grow to form galaxies
onal Instability

http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/



Need dark matter

But does it really exist?



QuickTime™ and a
YUV420 codec decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

Credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss



Evidence for Dark Matter

Chandra, VLT, Hubble, Magellan, 2006



Who ordered this?



Why Dark Energy?

Stars older than universe

Old stars

Budget deficit The ISW efffect

http://www-supernova.lbl.gov

Supernovae



Modified gravity?

Theoretical possibilities

Λ ?
Quintessence?

Extra dimensions?
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Cosmology today:

overwhelming evidence for
Inflation, Dark Matter, Dark Energy

Big questions for tomorrow:

Which model of Inflation?

What is Dark Matter?

What is Dark Energy?

Does General Relativity work on cosmological scales?



Gravity waves from Inflation:
CMB polarization

WMAP Science team
By M. Zaldarriaga



What is Dark Matter?

What is Dark Energy?



LHC, CDMS

CDMS LHC

Zepplin-II

Direct search for
Dark Matter particles



LSST, 2014 (?)
10 photometric redishift bins
10 billion galaxies
zmax=3

SNAP 2014 (?)
16 redshift bins 
~ 3000 Sne
zmax=1.7

http://snap.lbl.gov/

Tracking the evolution of cosmic structures

Presenter
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A billion galaxies in total!The main mission is to measure gravitational lensing of background galaxies due to the interveningMatter distribution (�dark matter halos). To do that, they will produce catalogues of galaxies in several photometric redshift bins.�Simplify -- rid of numbers!Add the dates�



Mapping Dark Ages with 21 cm surveys

21cm: 1420 MHz

at z=10: 129 MHz

at z=100: 14 MHz

Human radio noise: 200 MHz and lower

Earth’s ionosphere blocks 20 MHz and lower

Causal volume
from Mao et al.







Today: 
Summary

Tomorrow:

several puzzles and strategies 
for addressing them with future experiments

a working cosmological model
supported by precise data

3D map of the entire universe

Gravitational wave studies

The moon?
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